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Abstract
In this paper, we report on a novel, environmentally superior tribomaterial with superlow friction of 100% cellulose nanofiber 
(CNF) molding. Based on our experimental results, the CNF molding exhibited a superlow friction coefficient of approxi-
mately 0.01 under lubrication with a fatty acid: glycerin monooleate (GMO) diluted with poly-alfa-olefine. Attenuated 
total reflection Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy and high-resolution frequency-modulation atomic force microscopy 
analyses demonstrated that superlow friction of the CNF molding was realized by GMO-assisted functionalization of the 
CNF surface, which effectively promoted the formation of a soft absorption film or soft swollen CNF layer. Our findings 
indicate that the in-situ functionalization of OH-terminated CNF surfaces during the friction process plays a crucial role in 
achieving superlow friction.
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1 Introduction

Against the backdrop of the shift to electric vehicles (EVs), 
material conversion is a promising approach for develop-
ing materials for EV components. Engineering plastics, 
which have excellent mechanical and thermal properties, 
have been introduced as substitutes for ferrous-based mate-
rials in machine elements owing to their low weight, quiet-
ness, and low friction properties [1]. In terms of increasing 
environmental awareness, a shift to materials for industrial 
products oriented toward environmental harmony is also 
being promoted [2–6]. As part of the European Green Deal 
framework, various regulations have been initiated to reduce 
the volume of plastic product waste, and it is conceivable 
that the application of environmentally compatible products 
could spread to mechanical products such as automobiles 
in the future [7]. In other words, the future application of 
engineering plastics for EVs should be regulated. Notably, 
the introduction of “biological resource-derived (biomass) 
materials” has previously been considered for tribological 
machine elements [8]. However, many biomass materials 
have disadvantageous mechanical properties, thermal sta-
bility, dimensional stability, and raw material procurement, 
resulting in problems when introducing them into machine 
elements [9]. Against this backdrop, cellulose nanofibers 
(CNFs) are attracted attention as next-generation biomass 
industrial materials with 5 times the strength of steel, one-
fifth the specific gravity, a low thermal expansion coefficient, 
and high interface controllability [10–14]. There has been a 
recent increase in CNF research and industrial applications 
owing to their excellent properties [15–18]. In particular, 
CNF-reinforced plastic composite tribomaterials have been 
developed by many researchers and engineers for tribologi-
cal applications. The application of CNF-reinforced plastic 
composites in mechanical sliding materials has previously 
been reported [19]. However, “plastic-rich” composites, 
in which CNFs are used as fiber-reinforced materials at 
low percentage ratios to the base materials, do not make 
full use of the properties of CNFs because the mechanical 
and chemical properties are dominated by the bulk plastic 
materials. Therefore, as part of the development of “CNF-
rich” structural materials the authors first considered using 
high-concentration CNF materials for sliding machine ele-
ments and then developed a biomass bulk-material with 
high strength, light weight, low thermal expansion, and 
high interface control properties, that is, “100% CNF mold-
ings” (hereafter CNF moldings), obtained by compression 
molding for CNF dispersions in water [20]. Although CNF 
moldings have strengths comparable to those of engineering 
plastics (Fig. S1), there have been no studies on their appli-
cation under severe operating conditions such as in tribologi-
cal applications. However, the application of CNF moldings 

to tribological elements would be a significant breakthrough, 
accelerating the application of biomass materials to machine 
elements.

Historically, superlow friction phenomena has received 
considerable attention in the field if tribology from research-
ers in academia and industry [21–29]. Previous studies have 
revealed that solid–liquid interface structures are a key fac-
tor in achieving superlow friction at frictional interfaces 
under boundary lubrication, and the lubrication mecha-
nisms have been reported. De Barros Bouchet et al. [29] 
suggested that carbon coatings exhibit superlow friction 
under lubrication with fatty acid oils owing to the forma-
tion of a specific solid–liquid interface composed of a fatty 
acid-derived adsorption layer and a thin graphene oxide 
layer under boundary lubrication. Long et al. [30] also sug-
gested that a nanometer-thick fluid film, consisting of fatty 
acids and their degradation products on carbon coatings, pre-
vents direct contact between the solid surfaces, resulting in 
superlow friction. Watanabe et. al [31] reported on the low-
frictional boundary film formation process of a fatty acid 
diluted with a base lubricant using unique in-situ observa-
tion methods. They suggested that the low-friction boundary 
film was mainly composed of an ordered and adsorbed fatty 
acid layer that grew gradually and was ordered by frictional 
motion. Okubo and Sasaki [32] used advanced atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) to elucidate the formation mechanisms 
of low-friction boundary films of a fatty acid diluted with 
a base lubricant. They suggested that the chemical state of 
frictional substrates is a dominant factor in the growth of a 
fatty acid-derived adsorption film. Moreover, it is prefer-
able that substrates easily interact with a fatty acid to allow 
superlow friction phenomena to occur because a fatty acid 
can form ordered multilayers on such a substrate. Based on 
the above research, the formation of an ordered fatty acid-
derived multilayer or its decompositions anchored to a fric-
tional substrate plays an important role in superlow friction 
phenomena.

As tribological materials, CNF moldings exhibit out-
standing potential in terms of superlow friction owing to 
the existence of abundant hydroxyl groups on their surfaces 
that can serve as reactive points to form low-friction fatty 
acid-derived layers. Many researchers have reported that 
CNF surfaces can easily be functionalized by fatty acids 
and other chemicals [33–35]. In this study, we devised an 
environmentally compatible combination of CNF molding 
and fatty acids with superlow friction. Tribological tests 
were carried out using a ball-on-disk tribometer for CNF/
steel and steel/steel tribopairs lubricated with polyalpha-
olefin (PAO) and glycerin monooleate (GMO) diluted with 
PAO oils. To elucidate the superlow frictional mechanisms 
of the CNF moldings lubricated with PAO + GMO, attenu-
ated total reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) 
spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and high-resolution 
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frequency-modulation atomic force microscopy (HRFM-
AFM) analyses were conducted on the worn surfaces of the 
CNF moldings.

2  Materials and Methods

A ball-on-disk friction tester was used for the friction tests, 
as shown in Fig. 1a. The experimental conditions were as 
follows: load = 10 N, Hertz maximum contact pressure ≈ 0.3 
GPa (CNF/steel tribopairs), test temperature = 50 °C, rela-
tive humidity = 50–70%, sliding speed = 10 mm/s, and slid-
ing time = 60 min. To determine the sliding speed depend-
ency of the friction coefficient, additional friction tests were 
then performed at sliding speeds of 1.0, 10, 50, 100, and 
500 mm/s for each of the 10 sliding cycles. According to 
the Hamrock–Dowson equations [36, 37], The minimum 
film thickness was 30 nm under a piezoviscous and elastic 
regime, and the equivalent surface roughness parameter of 
the CNF/steel tribopair was 0.1 μm. Hence, the film thick-
ness ratio Ʌ, calculated as the ratio of the minimum film 
thickness to the equivalent surface roughness parameter was 
approximately 0.4. Thus, the friction tests were performed 
under a mixed or boundary regime.

The lubricant used in this study was a low-viscosity syn-
thetic base oil PAO (kinematic viscosity of 4 cSt at 100 °C). 
GMO (Fig. 1b) was added to the PAO at 1.0 wt%. AISI52100 
bearing steel (HV750, Sa:0.05 μm) was used for the ball 
(φ19.05  mm) specimen. The AISI52100 bearing steel 
(HV750, nanoindentation hardness = 10 GPa,  Ra = 0.1 μm) 
and CNF moldings (nanoforest-CMB, JP, density = 1.41 g/

cm3,  Sa = 0.1 μm, nanoindentation hardness = 0.37 GPa) 
made from CNF water dispersions prepared by an aqueous 
counter collision (ACC) method (nanoforest, Chuetsu Pulp 
& Paper Co, JP) were used as disk specimens (20 × 20 × 
5 mm). The preparation procedure for the CNF molding is 
shown in Fig. 1c.

Laser microscopy (OLS5000, HITACHI, JP), Fourier-
transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy (Nicolet iN10, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), Raman spectroscopy 
(LabRAM HR-800, HORIBA, JP), and HRFM-AFM were 
used for the friction surface analysis. A FT-IR spectroscopic 
analysis in the attenuated total reflection (ATR) mode was 
conducted on the worn CNF surfaces with an irradiation 
time of 30 s, 256 integrations, and the ATR prism of Ge. 
A Raman analysis was conducted to obtain the crystallin-
ity index of the CNF molding using a laser wavelength of 
633 nm to eliminate the influence of fluorescent components 
on the Raman spectrum. The HRFM-AFM study was con-
ducted on the worn surfaces of the CNF molding immersed 
in PAO and PAO + GMO to obtain cross-sectional molecular 
density profiles at the solid–liquid interface [31, 38]. Details 
of the HRFM-AFM measurements are provided in the Sup-
plementary Information.

3  Results

3.1  Friction Tests

Friction tests were conducted at the CNF/steel and steel/
steel tribopairs lubricated with pure PAO and PAO + GMO. 

Fig. 1  a Schematic of the 
tribometer, b Chemical struc-
ture of glycerin monooleate, 
c schematic of the CNF molding 
preparation method
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Figure 2a shows the frictional behavior of both tribopairs 
lubricated with pure PAO and PAO + GMO. Figure 2a shows 
that the CNF/steel tribopair exhibits a low friction coefficient 
of 0.01–0.02 under lubrication with PAO + GMO, whereas 
the other pairs exhibit relatively high friction coefficients 
of 0.12–0.15, regardless of the lubricants. Figure 2b shows 
the sliding speed dependence of the friction coefficients for 
each pair under lubrication with pure PAO and PAO + GMO. 
The friction coefficient of the CNF/steel tribopair lubricated 
with PAO + GMO is observed to be one order of magnitude 
lower than those of the other pairs, regardless of the sliding 
speeds. Notably, a superlow friction coefficient (< 0.01) is 
observed at sliding speeds in the range of 50–500 mm/s. 
Such a remarkably superlow friction phenomenon, which 
is not observed for the conventional steel/steel tribopair, 

originates from the CNF molding, triggering the specific 
chemistry of cellulose surfaces.

The wear scar images of the CNF disks and steel balls for 
PAO and PAO + GMO (Fig. 2c) show that the appearance of 
the wear scar on the CNF disks differ for the cases of PAO 
and PAO + GMO, whereas the appearance of the wear scar 
on the steel balls was similar in the two cases. For PAO, a 
light-brown tribofilm formed on the CNF disk, which was 
confirmed to be composed of iron oxides based on previ-
ously reported SEM-EDS and Raman analyses [20]. How-
ever, tribofilm formation is not observed on the CNF disk for 
PAO + GMO. Moreover, contact-mode AFM topographical 
images of the worn surfaces reveal that the surface roughness 
of the CNF disk for PAO + GMO is significantly lower than 
that of the as-molded CNF disk and CNF disk for pure PAO 
(Fig. S4). Hence, the specific tribochemical interactions that 

Fig. 2  a Frictional behavior of 
the CNF/steel and steel/steel 
tribopairs lubricated with PAO 
and PAO + GMO. b Sliding 
speed dependance of the fric-
tion coefficient for each case. 
c orn surface images of the 
CNF molding and counter-face 
steel ball after the friction tests 
under lubrication with PAO and 
PAO + GMO
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differ from the case of lubrication with PAO occur at the 
CNF/steel tribopair lubricated with PAO + GMO.

3.2  ATR FT‑IR Analysis

ATR FT-IR spectroscopic analysis was conducted to reveal 
the tribo-chemistry that induces superlow friction for the 
combination of CNF molding and GMO. The ATR FT-IR 
spectrum of the CNF molding in the wavenumber range 
of 800–1800  cm−1 (Fig. 3a) is a typical spectrum derived 
from the cellulose structure. The peaks at 897, 1034–1056, 
1106, 1156, 1261, 1313, 1366, 1418, and 1650  cm−1 were 
assigned to the group C1 frequency in cellulose I, C–O 
stretching, ring asymmetric stretching in cellulose I, C–O–C 
asymmetric stretching in cellulose I, CH bending vibration 

in cellulose II,  CH2 wagging vibration in cellulose II, CH 
bending vibration in cellulose I and cellulose II,  CH2 sym-
metric bending vibration in cellulose I, and H–O–H bending 
of water, respectively [39, 40]. Figure 3b shows the spectra 
of the as-mold CNF surface and worn surfaces of the CNF 
molding lubricated with PAO and PAO + GMO after the test 
in the wavenumber range of 1500–1800  cm−1. In Fig. 3b, 
the peak at 1650  cm−1 corresponding to the H–O–H bend-
ing of water is observed for all cases [40]. However, for 
the CNF molding lubricated with PAO + GMO, the peak 
at 1650  cm−1 is disturbed; this point is discussed in detail 
in the Discussion section. In contrast, for the CNF molding 
lubricated with PAO + GMO, another peak at 1720  cm−1 
is clearly observed, which is attributed to C = O [41]. Fig-
ure 3c shows a comparison of the  I1720/I1030 peak ratios of 
the as-molded CNF surface and worn surfaces of the CNF 
molding lubricated with PAO and PAO + GMO after the test. 

Fig. 3  a Typical ATR-FT-IR 
spectrum of the CNF molding; 
b ATR FT-IR spectra of the as-
molded CNF molding and worn 
surface of the CNF molding 
under lubrication with PAO and 
PAO + GMO; c peak intensity 
ratio of the peaks at 1030 and 
1730  cm−1

Fig. 4  a Typical Raman 
spectrum of the CNF mold-
ing; b crystallinity index: peak 
intensity ratio of the peaks at 
380 and 1080  cm−1
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The  I1720/I1030 peak ratio for the CNF molding lubricated 
with PAO + GMO is significantly higher than those for the 
other cases, indicating that the GMO with a C = O–O ester 
structure adsorbed on the CNF molding. In the other words, 
functionalization reactions occurred on the OH-terminated 
surfaces of the CNF. In the friction test, the light-brown 
tribofilm that is iron oxides was observed on the steel disk 
for PAO whereas the tribofilm did not form on the steel disk 
for PAO + GMO. Based on the previous study and FT-IR 
ATR results in this study, the GMO-induced functionaliza-
tion reactions suppress the formation of iron oxides on the 
steel disk since the tribochemical reaction for the formation 
of iron oxides is caused the OH-terminated surfaces of the 
CNF [20].

3.3  Raman Analysis

  Raman analysis was conducted on the as-mold and worn 
CNF moldings lubricated with PAO and PAO + GMO to 
estimate the friction-induced change in the crystalline 
structure of the worn CNF molding. Figure 4a shows the 
typical Raman spectra of the CNF molding, and Fig. 4b 
shows a comparison of the crystallinity index for the 
as-mold and worn CNF moldings lubricated with PAO 
and PAO + GMO [20]. Figure  4a and b show that the 

crystallinity index  I380/I1080 has a strong linear correlation 
with the crystallinity value of the X-ray diffraction cal-
culated from the peaks at 380 and 1080  cm−1 assigned to 
C–C–C, C–C–O, C–O ring deformation, and ring breath-
ing symmetric stretching, respectively, as reported in pre-
vious studies [20, 42]. Figure 4b shows that the indexes 
of both the worn CNF moldings were lower than that of 
the as-molded CNF molding, indicating that the friction-
induced thermal and mechanical effects contributed to the 
amorphization of the CNF molding. However, the index 
of the worn CNF molding lubricated with PAO + GMO 
was lower than that lubricated with PAO, indicating that 
the friction-induced amorphization of the CNF mold-
ing proceeded more than in the other cases despite the 
friction coefficient of the CNF molding lubricated with 
PAO + GMO being significantly lower than that of 
the CNF molding lubricated with PAO. These findings 
indicate that amorphization proceeds not only owing to 
friction-induced thermal and mechanical effects but also 
through the chemical reaction between the CNF molding 
surface and GMO at the frictional interface.

3.4  HRFM‑AFM Analysis

  We obtained evidence for CNF surface esterification from 
the ATR FT-IR spectra, as shown in Fig. 3b and c, indicat-
ing the formation of GMO layers adsorbed on the superlow 
frictional CNF molding surface. To reveal further details of 
the superlow frictional solid–liquid interface structures of 
the combination of CNF molding and GMO, a Z–X cross-
sectional molecular density visualization analysis was con-
ducted using HRFM-AFM [31]. Figure 5a shows the results 
of the Z–X cross-sectional molecular density visualiza-
tion analysis for the worn surfaces of the CNF moldings 
lubricated with PAO and PAO + GMO. The brighter blue 
and white regions correspond to regions with a relatively 
high frequency shift, indicating a relatively high molecu-
lar density, whereas the darker blue regions correspond to 
regions with a relatively low frequency shift, indicating a 
relatively low molecular density. Figure 5a shows that the 
relatively high frequency shift region is ~ 1.0 nm for the 
solid–liquid interface of the CNF molding lubricated with 
PAO. However, for the solid–liquid interface of the CNF 
molding lubricated with PAO + GMO, the relatively high 
frequency shift region is ~ 50 nm. This result suggests the 
formation of 50-nm-thick layers, corresponding to 20–25 
multilayers of GMO, whose molecular size is approximately 
2.0–2.5 nm, on the CNF molding. In our previous study [31], 
we identified the superlow frictional solid–liquid interface 
of diamond-like carbons lubricated with fatty acids using 
the HRFM-AFM method, and the thickness of the superlow 
frictional solid–liquid interface was only ~ 10 nm. A com-
parison between the present and previous studies reveals that 

Fig. 5   h-FM-AFM Z-X frequency shift mapping images of the solid–
liquid interface on the CNF moldings for a PAO and  PAO + GMO; 
b  HR-FM-AFM force–displacement curve on the CNF molding for 
PAO + GMO
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the superlow frictional adsorbed layers of the combination 
of CNF molding and GMO are 5 times thicker than the case 
of the combination of diamond-like carbon and fatty acids. 
Moreover, such a thick layer is not observed for the steel sur-
face of PAO + GMO, as shown in Fig. S5. Figure 5b shows 
the force–displacement curve of the solid–liquid interface of 
the CNF molding lubricated with PAO + GMO. Notably, the 
frequency shifts of the Z–X mapping images were converted 
to the applied force of the cantilever using Eq. (8) in the Sup-
plementary Information to describe the force–displacement 
curve. Based on the Hertzian contact theory fitting for the 
force–displacement curve in Fig. 5b, the equivalent contact 
stiffness (E*) of the layer is in the range of 0.01–1.0 kPa 
(the fitting curve equation: Y =  aX3/2); indicating that very 
soft layers formed on the worn CNF moldings lubricated 
with PAO + GMO. Hence, curious solid–liquid interface 
structures were formed on CNF moldings when the CNF 
moldings exhibit superlow friction under lubrication with 
fatty-acid-containing oils.

4  Discussion

We verified the effectiveness of combining CNF moldings 
and fatty acids for tribological applications. Based on the 
aforementioned results, the mechanisms underlying the 
superlow friction of CNF moldings are discussed. Fig-
ure 6 schematically shows two hypotheses for the super-
low frictional solid–liquid interface of the CNF moldings 
lubricated with fatty acids. Figure 6a shows a traditional 
superlow frictional model, which indicates that fatty-acid-
derived multilayers play a role in the formation of a pro-
tective film that inhibits solid–solid contacts, resulting in 
low friction. Furthermore, Fig. 6b shows a new superlow 
frictional model characterized by “swollen GMO-func-
tionalized CNF layers.” The ATR FT-IR spectra show that 
functionalization reactions occur between the CNF surfaces 

and GMO. Thus, the hydrophobization of the CNF surfaces 
occurs at the frictional contact point. Cellulose normally 
forms crystalline domains owing to water-mediated hydro-
gen bonding [43]. Hence, hydrophobization of the CNF 
surfaces owing to esterification can result in the degrada-
tion of crystalline domains, and CNF can be unwoven both 
chemically and mechanically during the frictional processes. 
The degradation of the crystalline domains is evidenced by 
the Raman analysis results (Fig. 6b), which show that the 
crystallinity index of the worn CNF molding lubricated with 
PAO + GMO is significantly lower than that of the as-molded 
CNF molding and worn surface for PAO. Moreover, thick 
and soft layers with high molecular densities were obtained, 
as confirmed by the HRFM-AFM image shown in Fig. 5; 
therefore, the esterification and unwoven CNFs behave 
as “brush conformations similar to a cartilage surface” at 
solid–liquid interfaces, that is, the fatty acid-functionalized 
unwoven CNFs swell in oils to form soft polymer bush struc-
tures at the frictional interfaces. The film thickness of syn-
thesized swollen polymer brushes in solvents is well estab-
lished as ranging between 10 and 100 nm, and these brushes 
are soft and exhibit superlow friction [44–48]. The HRFM-
AFM results in this study show that the film thickness of the 
superlow frictional layer is 50 nm, and the layer exhibits a 
relatively low stiffness. These characteristics are similar to 
those of polymer brushes [44–48]. In contrast, Nakano and 
Kono [49] reported that the “vertical lift” of counter-face 
materials against viscoelastic materials, which is induced by 
“the damping of the viscoelastic materials,” plays a key role 
in superlow friction performances of soft-mater tribologi-
cal systems involving polymer brushes and gels since the 
vertical lift effect via viscoelasticity realizes smooth transi-
tion to the fluid film lubrication regime. Hence, if such a 
solid-interface structure is formed, similar to the hypothesis 
of the superlow frictional model (Fig. 6b), the fatty-acid-
functionalized CNF with a conformation similar to that of 
the polymer brushes acts as a viscoelastic protective film 

Fig. 6  a Conventional superlow 
frictional model and c novel 
superlow frictional model for 
the combined system containing 
a CNF molding and fatty-acid-
containing oils
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and transitions to the fluid film lubrication regime owing 
to the vertical lift effect caused by the viscoelasticity of the 
swollen CNF layers, resulting in superlow friction. For all 
cases, the in-situ functionalization reactions, in conjunction 
with the OH-terminated surfaces of the CNF, play important 
roles in achieving superlow friction in the system, although 
further research is required to determine the superlow fric-
tional model of the CNF molding lubricated with fatty-acid-
containing oils. Our results suggest that a combination of 
100% CNF moldings and fatty acids is an environmentally 
superior tribo-system with superlow friction.

5  Conclusions

In this study, the superlow friction of the 100% CNF mold-
ings obtained from CNF-dispersed water under lubrication 
with fatty-acid-containing oils at CNF/steel tribopairs were 
investigated using several analytical techniques. The conclu-
sions drawn from this study are as follows: 

1. The combination of 100% CNF moldings and fatty-acid-
containing oils exhibits superlow friction phenomena 
(µ below 0.01) under a mixed or boundary lubrication 
regime.

2. Thick and soft layers are formed on 100% CNF moldings 
owing to friction, and the film thickness of the layer is 
of the order of tens of nanometers.

3. The superlow friction of 100% CNF moldings can be 
explained by both the conventional model and new 
model characterized by a swollen fatty-acid-function-
alized CNF layer, which is suggested based on our 
experimental and analytical results. For all cases, in-situ 
functionalization reactions acting in conjunction with 
OH-terminated CNF surfaces play an important role in 
achieving superlow friction in the system.
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